The use of bacterial artificial chromosomes for recombinant protein production in mammalian cell lines.
The choice of an expression vector is a critical step in the field of recombinant protein production in mammalian cells lines. Most expression vectors used in the field are sensitive to the surrounding chromatin to their integration site into the host genome cell. This so-called chromatin positional effects influences the expression levels of the transgene and tends to silence its expression over time. Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) are vectors that can accommodate inserts of up to 400 kb. Due to the large cloning capacity, BACs can harbour an entire locus with all or most of the regulatory elements controlling the expression of a gene. Therefore, BACs contain their own natural chromatin domain and are subjected to chromatin positional effects to a lesser extend or not at all. This makes cell lines generated with BAC-based expression vectors more predictable in terms of protein production and stability. In this chapter, we explore the use of BACs as expression vectors for recombinant protein production in mammalian cells.